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Preface    

The Safety-critical Systems Symposium (SSS), held each February for sixteen consecutive 
years, offers a full-day tutorial followed by two days of presentations of papers. This book of 
Proceedings contains all the papers presented at SSS ’08. 

The first paper accompanies the tutorial, which is on the important topic of the safety case. 
In recent years, the emphasis of papers has shifted from defining and describing the safety 
case and its purposes to reporting on experiences of its use and developments in its theory. 
Two further papers in the book do this. 

The Symposium is for engineers, managers, and academics in the field of safety, across all 
industry sectors, so its papers always cover a range of topics. Each year a number of papers 
address themes raised in the previous year, and the papers in the section on the safety case are 
examples of this. In addition, there is a section of individual papers, on the relationship 
between safety and security, safety process improvement, and software development. 

Over the years, there has been increasing emphasis on the role of humans, not only in 
contributing to accidents but also in achieving safety. Thus, ‘human factors’ is a recurring 
topic at the Symposium. And the need to develop and maintain a good safety culture has also 
come to be recognised as an important topic. This year there are papers on both subjects. 

In the final two sections, a number of papers address the key subjects of risk analysis and 
the achievement and assessment of overall safety. These topics are perennial, for they require 
both good process and methodical technique, and every year there are papers that make 
observations, present reports on informative experiences, and offer new ideas. This year is no 
exception, and the five papers in the two sections do all of these things. 

Overall, the papers address many of the topics that are currently of special interest in the 
safety-critical-systems community, and we are grateful to the authors for their contributions. 
We also thank our sponsors for their valuable support, and the exhibitors at the Symposium’s 
tools and services fair for their participation. And we thank Joan Atkinson and her team for 
laying the event’s foundation with their planning and organisation.  

FR & TA 
October 2007       



THE SAFETY-CRITICAL SYSTEMS CLUB 
organiser of the  

Safety-critical Systems Symposium

What is the Safety-Critical Systems Club? 
This “Community” Club exists to support developers and operators of systems that may have 
an impact on safety, across all industry sectors. It is an independent, non-profit organisation 
that co-operates with all bodies involved with safety-critical systems.  

Objectives 
The Club’s two principal objectives are to raise awareness of safety issues in the field of 
safety-critical systems and to facilitate the transfer of safety technology from wherever it 
exists.  

History
The Club was inaugurated in 1991 under the sponsorship of the UK’s Department of Trade 
and Industry (DTI) and the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). 
Its secretariat is at the Centre for Software Reliability (CSR) in the University of Newcastle 
upon Tyne, and its Co-ordinator is Felix Redmill of Redmill Consultancy. 

Since 1994 the Club has been self-sufficient, but it retains the active support of the DTI and 
EPSRC, as well as that of the Health and Safety Executive, the Institution of Engineering and 
Technology, and the British Computer Society. All of these bodies are represented on the 
Club’s Steering Group.  

The Club’s activities 
The Club achieves its goals of awareness-raising and technology transfer by focusing on 
current and emerging practices in safety engineering, software engineering, and standards 
that relate to safety in processes and products. Its activities include: 
• Running the annual Safety-critical Systems Symposium each February (the first was in 

1993), with Proceedings published by Springer-Verlag; 
• Organising a number of 1- and 2-day seminars each year; 
• Providing tutorials on relevant subjects; 
• Publishing a newsletter, Safety Systems, three times annually (since 1991), in January, May 

and September.   

Education and communication 
The Club brings together technical and managerial personnel within all sectors of the safety-
critical-systems community. Its events provide education and training in principles and 
techniques, and it facilitates the dissemination of lessons within and between industry sectors. 
It promotes an inter-disciplinary approach to the engineering and management of safety, and 
it provides a forum for experienced practitioners to meet each other and for the exposure of 
newcomers to the safety-critical systems industry.  



Influence on research 
The Club facilitates communication among researchers, the transfer of technology from 
researchers to users, feedback from users, and the communication of experience between 
users. It provides a meeting point for industry and academia, a forum for the presentation of 
the results of relevant projects, and a means of learning and keeping up-to-date in the field. 

The Club thus helps to achieve more effective research, a more rapid and effective transfer 
and use of technology, the identification of best practice, the definition of requirements for 
education and training, and the dissemination of information. Importantly, it does this within 
a ‘club’ atmosphere rather than a commercial environment.  

Membership
Members pay a reduced fee (well below the commercial level) for events and receive the 
newsletter and other mailed information. Not being sponsored, the Club depends on members’ 
subscriptions, and these can be paid at the first meeting attended. 

To join, please contact Mrs Joan Atkinson at: The Centre for Software Reliability, University 
of Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU; Telephone: 0191 221 2222; Fax: 0191 222 7995; Email: 
csr@newcastle.ac.uk  
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